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1  EPO 

Description 

The  present  invention  concerns  architectural 
structures,  and  more  particularly,  relates  to  an  archi- 
tectural  cover  panel  system  for  covering  structural 
support  members.  Architectural  cover  panels  are  typi- 
cally  employed  to  provide  aesthetically  pleasing  cov- 
erings  over  structural  support  members  such  as 
bridge  girders  and  building  beam  members  such  as  I- 
beams.  These  cover  panels  also  provide  some  pro- 
tection  to  the  structural  support  member  from  the 
elements  and  may  otherwise  serve  to  seal  the  under- 
lying  support  structure  from  intrusions,  such  as  for 
example  bird  nestings. 

Conventional  architectural  cover  panels  are  gen- 
erally  configured  as  flat  sheets  of  relatively  thick  ma- 
terial  which  are  attached  to  an  exposed  side  of  a 
structural  support  member.  One  example  of  a  con- 
ventional  architectural  cover  panel  is  illustrated  in 
U.S.  Patent  No.  3,538,664  to  L.  Frandsen  et  al. 
Because  of  their  generally  planar  configuration,  con- 
ventional  architectural  cover  panels  require  signific- 
ant  rigidity  and  strength  to  resist  wind  loading  forces 
which  could  otherwise  dismember  or  dislodge  the 
panel.  Accordingly,  conventional  cover  panels  can 
add  significant  weight  to  the  entire  load  supported  by 
the  underlying  structural  member. 

Fitting  conventional  architectural  cover  panels  to 
a  structural  support  member  can  also  be  an  expen- 
sive,  labour  and  time  intensive  effort  since  the  panels 
have  to  be  cut  and  trimmed  in  order  to  fit  a  variety  of 
complex  curves  and  shapes  of  the  structural  support 
member.  Thus,  there  still  exists  a  need  for  a  light- 
weight  architectural  cover  panel  which  is  adaptable  to 
the  varying  dimensions  and  shapes  of  differing  struc- 
tural  support  members  but  adequately  resistant  to 
wind  loading  forces. 

FR-A-1280028  discloses  a  pent  roofing  arrange- 
ment  using  sheet  materials,  which  may,  for  example, 
be  sheet  metal  or  plastics,  and  in  which  two  corru- 
gated  surfaces  slope  down  from  a  ridge  region  of  the 
roof,  the  corrugation  of  each  corrugated  surface 
extending  longitudinally  from  said  roof  ridge  region  to 
the  eaves.  Each  corrugated  surface  is  of  zig-zag  form 
in  section  perpendicular  to  the  longitudinal  direction  of 
its  corrugations.  In  the  ridge  region  of  the  roof,  the  two 
corrugated  surfaces  are  joined  in  accordion  fashion 
so  that  the  peak  of  each  corrugation  on  one  of  the  two 
corrugated  surfaces  meets  the  trough  of  a  respective 
corrugation  of  the  other  surface  and  vice  versa. 

Briefly,  and  in  general  terms,  an  object  of  the  pre- 
sent  invention  is  to  provide  a  lightweight  architectural 
cover  panel  system  which  is  both  resistant  to  wind 
loading  forces  and  also  readily  adaptable  to  structural 
support  members  having  a  variety  of  dimensions  and 
surface  shapes  without  excessive  trimming  or  cutting 
of  individual  panels. 

More  specifically,  a  preferred  embodiment  of  the 
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present  invention  provides  a  system  of  adaptive  archi- 
tectural  cover  panels  made  from  relatively  thin  sheet 
material  and  formed  in  a  generally  convex  cross-sec- 
tional  shape,  whether  of  curved  or  angular  conf  igu- 

5  ration  or  otherwise.  The  panels  are  provided  with 
corrugations  lying  in  the  cross-sectional  plane,  allow- 
ing  the  panel  the  flexibility  to  either  expand  or  contract 
along  any  desired  axis  so  as  to  conform  to  the  shape 
of  a  structural  support  member  while  further  providing 

10  significant  reinforcement  against  wind  loading  forces. 
Adjacent  panels  may  be  overlapped  or  nested  at  their 
ends  with  the  result  that  a  plurality  of  panels  can  be 
efficiently  and  economically  joined  contiguously  to 
attractively  cover  the  full  extent  of  a  complexly  shaped 

15  structure. 
In  one  preferred  embodiment  of  the  architectural 

cover  panel  system  of  the  present  invention,  the  indi- 
vidual  panels  further  may  be  provided  with  edge  por- 
tions  projecting  from  the  longitudinal  margins  or  sides 

20  of  the  convex  portions  of  the  panels.  The  edge  por- 
tions  also  may  be  corrugated,  with  these  corru- 
gations  lying  generally  parallel  to  and  intersecting  the 
corrugations  of  the  convex  panel  portion.  The  edge 
portions  provide  a  simple  method  of  attaching  the 

25  panel  to  a  structural  support  member  and  further  pro- 
vide  additional  resistance  to  wind  loading  forces. 

The  novel  features  which  are  believed  to  be 
characteristic  of  the  present  invention,  together  with 
further  objectives  and  advantages  thereof,  will  be  bet- 

30  ter  understood  from  the  following  detailed  description 
considered  in  connection  with  the  accompanying 
drawings,  wherein  like  numbers  designate  like  ele- 
ments.  It  should  be  expressly  understood,  however, 
that  the  drawings  are  for  purposes  of  illustration  and 

35  description  only  and  are  not  intended  as  a  definition 
of  the  limits  of  the  invention. 

FIG.  1  is  a  perspective  view  of  the  adaptive  archi- 
tectural  cover  panel  system  of  the  present  inven- 
tion  installed  over  an  illustrative  architectural 

40  structure; 
FIG.  2  is  a  perspective  view  of  one  preferred 
embodiment  of  an  individual  adaptive  archi- 
tectural  cover  panel  of  the  present  invention; 
FIG.  3  is  a  perspective  view  of  yet  another  prefer- 

45  red  embodiment  of  an  individual  adaptive  archi- 
tectural  panel  of  the  present  invention; 
FIG.  4  is  a  perspective  view  of  the  individual  archi- 
tectural  panel  illustrated  in  FIG.  2  attached  to  an 
exemplary  structural  support  member. 

so  Referring  to  the  figures,  and  more  particularly 
FIG.  1  thereof,  there  is  shown  an  illustrative  appli- 
cation  of  the  present  inventive  adaptive  architectural 
panel  system  10  covering  the  edges  of  structural  sup- 
port  members  1  3  forming  a  monorail  track  and  mono- 

55  rail  station  platform.  The  ends  of  adjacent  panels  10 
may  be  overlapped  and  nested  to  obscure  the 
junctures  of  the  panels  and  provide  a  cleaner,  more 
aesthetically  appealing  architectural  appearance  to 
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the  underlying  support  members.  Although  relatively 
light,  and  therefore  adding  little  to  the  load  born  by  the 
structural  support  members  13,  the  panels  10  are  still 
sufficiently  strong  to  resist  normal  wind  loading. 

One  preferred  embodiment  of  an  individual  panel 
16  that  forms  part  of  the  panel  system  10  is  more  fully 
illustrated  in  FIG.  2.  As  shown,  the  panel  16  is  made 
from  a  square  or  generally  rectangular  sheet  of  rela- 
tively  thin  material  and  is  formed  into  a  panel  having 
a  generally  convex  cross-section.  The  panel  16  is  also 
provided  with  a  plurality  of  corrugations  18,  oriented 
perpendicular  to  a  longitudinal  axis  of  the  panel  and 
parallel  to  the  plane  of  the  panel  cross-section.  The 
corrugations  18  add  enhanced  flexibility  to  the  panel 
16  while  simultaneously  providing  additional  struc- 
tural  reinforcement.  The  configurations  illustrated  in 
FIG.  2  characterize  only  one  type  of  fold  pattern  con- 
templated  by  the  present  invention.  As  illustrated,  the 
corrugations  of  the  panel  16  provide  generally  flat 
surfaces  19  meeting  at  varying  angles  with  alternat- 
ing  surfaces  20  lying  in  essentially  parallel  planes. 
Other  corrugation  patterns  could  also  be  used  such 
as,  for  example,  where  the  alternating  flat  surfaces  20 
would  lie  in  non-parallel  planes  and  every  third  flat 
surface  would  lie  in  the  same  plane. 

The  corrugations  permit  expansion  or  contrac- 
tion  along  the  entire  width  and  length  of  the  panel  16 
to  accommodate  support  members  13  of  varying 
dimensions,  and  further  allow  for  localized  panel 
expansion  or  contraction  so  as  to  conform  the  panel 
1  6  to  the  surface  curvature  of  the  support  member  1  3. 
Thus,  the  corrugations  allow  the  same  adaptive  cover 
panel  16  to  be  used  in  conjunction  with  several  diffe- 
rent  types  of  structural  support  members  of  varying 
dimensions  and  surface  shapes  without  the  need  for 
excessive  cutting  and  trimming.  At  the  same  time, 
however,  the  corrugations  further  permit  use  of  ligh- 
ter  materials,  such  as  sheet  metals,  plastics  or  com- 
posite  materials,  for  the  construction  of  the  panel  16 
while  still  retaining  sufficient  rigidity  to  resist  wind 
loading.  The  corrugations  18  also  facilitate  the  over- 
lapping  placement  of  adjacent  panels  16  so  as  to 
obscure  the  junction  of  the  panels  16  and  provide 
cleaner  architectural  lines  as  discussed  above.  Differ- 
ences  in  the  thermal  expansion  coefficients  of  the 
panels  16  and  support  members  13  are  also  accom- 
modated  by  the  adaptive  expansion  and  contraction 
of  the  panels  16. 

In  the  preferred  embodiment  illustrated  in  FIG.  2, 
the  panel  16  is  further  provided  with  edge  portions  21 
projecting  from  the  longitudinal  sides  of  the  convex 
body  portion  24.  The  edge  portions  21  are  also  pro- 
vided  with  corrugations  27  which  are  oriented  perpen- 
dicular  to  the  longitudinal  axis  of  the  panel  and  thus 
lie  parallel  to  and  intersect  with  or  merge  into  the  cor- 
rugations  1  8  of  the  convex  body  portion  24.  These 
edge  portions  21  permit  the  adaptive  panels  16  to  be 
very  easily  mounted  on  to  a  structural  support  mem- 

ber  while  maintaining  the  adaptive  character  of  the 
panel  16  and  adding  to  its  wind  loading  resistance. 

As  illustrated  in  FIG.  4,  this  preferred  embodi- 
ment  of  the  panel  16  may  be  mounted  onto  an  illus- 

5  trative  structural  support  member  30  by  attaching 
channel  members  33  onto  the  opposing  edges  of  the 
support  member  30.  The  edge  portions  21  of  the 
panel  10  may  then  be  affixed  within  the  channels  33 
by  any  convenient  means  such  as,  for  example,  suit- 

10  able  fasteners.  It  should  be  understood  that  for  the 
purposes  of  the  present  invention,  however,  the  panel 
16  could  also  be  directly  attached  to  the  structural 
support  member  30. 

The  present  inventive  adaptive  architectural 
15  cover  panel  need  not  be  restricted  to  convex  configu- 

rations  which  are  generally  curved  in  cross-section 
such  as  the  panel  16  shown  in  FIG.  2.  By  way  of  illus- 
tration,  another  preferred  embodiment  of  an  indivi- 
dual  adaptive  panel  22  of  the  present  invention  is 

20  further  shown  in  FIG.  3.  In  this  embodiment  the  panel 
22  has  a  convex  configuration  which  is  generally  trun- 
cated  triangular  in  cross-section  with  the  internal 
intersections  36  of  the  body  portion  39  forming  angles 
generally  exceeding  ninety  degrees.  The  body  por- 

25  tion  39  is  also  provided  with  corrugations  42  generally 
oriented  perpendicular  to  the  longitudinal  axis  of  the 
panel  22  and  generally  parallel  to  the  cross-sectional 
plane  of  the  panel  22.  This  embodiment  may  further, 
but  need  not  necessarily,  be  provided  with  edge  por- 

30  tions  45  attached  to  the  lateral  sides  of  the  body  por- 
tion  39  forming  further  corrugations  48  oriented 
parallel  to  and  intersecting  or  merging  with  the  corru- 
gations  42  of  the  body  portion  39.  As  with  the  embo- 
diment  discussed  above  in  connection  with  FIG.  2,  the 

35  panel  22  of  this  embodiment  can  similarly  be  expan- 
ded  and  contracted  along  its  entire  length  or  width  to 
adapt  the  panel  22  to  structural  support  members  of 
varying  dimensions  without  specialized  tailoring. 
Additionally,  localized  expansion  and  contraction  of 

40  the  corrugations  42  and  48  permit  curvature  of  the 
panel  22  so  as  to  adapt  to  the  complex  surface  cur- 
vatures  of  various  structural  support  members. 

It  will,  of  course,  be  understood  that  modifications 
of  the  present  invention  will  be  apparent  to  others  skil- 

45  led  in  the  art. 

Claims 

so  1.  A  method  for  covering  the  structural  support 
members  of  an  underlying  structure,  comprising 
attaching  to  said  support  members  a  plurality  of  con- 
tiguously  arranged  architectural  cover  panels  (16) 
characterised  in  that  the  cover  panels  (16)  are  of  f  lexi- 

55  ble  material  having  a  generally  convex  cross-section 
with  corrugations  (18)  formed  therein  extending 
transverse  to  a  longitudinal  axis  of  the  panels  (16), 
said  corrugations  (18)  enabling  said  cover  panels  to 
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conform  to  the  dimensions  and  surface  curvature  of 
the  support  members,  said  cover  panels  (16)  having 
edge  portions  (21)  formed  along  the  longitudinal 
sides  of  said  flexible  material  with  corrugations  (27) 
formed  therein  oriented  generally  parallel  to  and 
intersecting  the  corrugations  (18)  of  said  convex 
cross-section  portion  of  the  flexible  material. 

2.  A  method  for  covering  the  structural  support 
members  of  an  underlying  structure  with  architectural 
cover  panels  (16)  as  set  forth  in  claim  1,  wherein  the 
architectural  cover  panels  (16)  are  intercorrugated 
such  that  the  corrugations  (18)  of  said  convex  cross- 
sections  are  formed  reversely  to  the  corrugations 
(17)  of  said  edge  portions  (21),  thereby  strengthening 
the  architectural  cover  panels  (16)  in  order  for  them  to 
resist  loading  forces  while  also  allowing  them  to  con- 
form  to  the  surface  curvature  of  the  support  mem- 
bers. 

3.  A  method  for  covering  the  structural  support 
members  of  an  underlying  structure  with  architectural 
cover  panels  (16)  as  set  forth  in  claim  1,  wherein  the 
architectural  cover  panels  (16)  are  attached  to  the 
underlying  structural  support  members  (30)  by 
means  of  channel  members  (33)  that  are  secured  to 
the  support  members  (30)  and  are  configured  to 
receive  and  retain  said  sheet  edge  portions  (21). 

4.  A  method  for  covering  the  structural  support 
members  of  an  underlying  structure,  comprising 
attaching  to  said  support  members  a  plurality  of  con- 
tiguously  arranged  architectural  cover  panels  (22), 
characterised  in  that  said  cover  panels  (22)  are  of 
flexible  material  having  a  convex  cross-section  of  a 
generally  truncated  triangular  configuration  with  cor- 
rugations  (42)  formed  therein  extending  transverse  to 
a  longitudinal  axis  of  the  panels  (22),  said  corru- 
gations  (42)  enabling  said  cover  panels  to  conform  to 
the  dimensions  and  surface  curvature  of  the  support 
members. 

5.  A  method  for  covering  the  structural  support 
members  of  an  underlying  structure  with  architectural 
cover  panels  (22)  as  set  forth  in  claim  4,  wherein  the 
architectural  cover  panels  (22)  are  intercorrugated 
such  thatthe  truncated  triangularcross-sections  have 
lateral  sides  and  tops  with  the  corrugations  (42)  on 
the  lateral  sides  formed  reversely  to  the  corrugations 
(42)  on  the  tops,  thereby  strengthening  the  archi- 
tectural  cover  panels  in  orderforthem  to  resist  loading 
forces  while  also  allowing  them  to  conform  to  the  sur- 
face  curvature  of  the  support  members. 

Patentanspruche 

1  .  Verfahren  zum  Abdecken  der  strukturellen  Tra- 
gerelemente  einereine  Unterlage  bildenden  Struktur, 
unter  Anbringen  einer  Mehrzahl  von  aneinander  an- 
grenzend  angeordneten  architektonischen  Abdeck- 
elementen  (16)  an  die  Tragerelemente,  dadurch 

gekennzeichnet,  dali  die  Abdeckelemente  (16)  aus 
einem  flexiblen  Material  mit  einem  im  wesentlichen 
konvexen  Querschnitt  mit  in  diesen  ausgebildeten, 
quer  zur  Langsachse  der  Elemente  (1  6)  verlaufenden 

5  Wellen  (18)  bestehen,  die  es  den  Abdeckelementen 
erlauben,  sich  der  Erstreckung  und  der  Flachenkrum- 
mung  der  Tragerelemente  anzupassen,  wobei  die  Ab- 
deckelemente  (16)  entlang  der  Langsseiten  des 
flexiblen  Materials  ausgebildete  Randabschnitte  (21) 

10  aufweisen,  die  mit  in  diesen  ausgebildeten  Wellen 
(27)  versehen  sind,  welche  im  wesentlichen  parallel 
zu  den  Wellen  (18)  des  Abschnitts  mit  konvexem 
Querschnitt  des  flexiblen  Materials  und  diese  schnei- 
dend  verlaufen. 

15  2.  Verfahren  zum  Abdecken  derstrukturellen  Tra- 
gerelemente  einereine  Unterlage  bildenden  Struktur 
mit  architektonischen  Abdeckelementen  (16)  nach 
Anspruch  1,  wobei  die  architektonischen  Abdeckele- 
mente  (16)  derart  gewellt  sind,  dali  die  Wellen  (18) 

20  des  Abschnitts  mit  konvexen  Querschnitt  umgekehrt 
zu  den  Wellen  (27)  der  Randabschnitte  (21)  ausge- 
formt  sind,  wodurch  die  architektonischen  Abdeckele- 
mente  gestarkt  werden,  urn  einer  Last  zu 
widerstehen,  aber  eine  Anpassung  an  die  Flachen- 

25  krummung  der  Tragerelemente  erlauben. 
3.  Verfahren  zum  Abdecken  derstrukturellen  Tra- 

gerelemente  einereine  Unterlage  bildenden  Struktur 
mit  architektonischen  Abdeckelementen  (16)  nach 
Anspruch  1,  wobei  die  architektonischen  Abdeckele- 

30  mente  (16)  mittels  Kanalelementen  (33),  die  an  den 
Tragerelementen  befestigt  und  zur  Aufnahme  und 
zum  Halten  der  blattartigen  Randabschnitte  (21)  aus- 
gebildet  sind,  an  die  eine  Unterlage  bildenden  Trager- 
elemente  (30)  angebracht  sind. 

35  4.  Verfahren  zum  Abdecken  derstrukturellen  Tra- 
gerelemente  einereine  Unterlage  bildenden  Struktur, 
unter  Anbringen  einer  Mehrzahl  von  benachbart  an- 
geordneten  architektonischen  Abdeckelementen  (22) 
an  die  Tragerelemente,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dali 

40  die  Abdeckelemente  (22)  aus  einem  flexiblen  Material 
mit  einem  konvexen  Querschnitt  eines  im  wesentli- 
chen  abgestumpften  Dreiecks  mit  in  diesen  ausgebil- 
deten,  quer  zur  Langsachse  der  Elemente  (22) 
verlaufenden  Wellen  (42)  bestehen,  die  es  den  Ab- 

45  deckelementen  erlauben,  sich  der  Erstreckung  und 
der  Flachenkrummung  der  Tragerelemente  anzupas- 
sen. 

5.  Verfahren  zum  Abdecken  derstrukturellen  Tra- 
gerelemente  einereine  Unterlage  bildenden  Struktur 

so  mit  architektonischen  Abdeckelementen  (22)  nach 
Anspruch  4,  wobei  die  architektonischen  Abdeckele- 
mente  (22)  derart  gewellt  sind,  dali  die  Abschnitte,  die 
im  Querschnitt  die  Form  eines  abgestumpften  Drei- 
ecks  haben,  laterale  Seiten  und  Dacher  haben,  wobei 

55  die  Wellen  (42)  an  den  lateralen  Seiten  umgekehrt  zu 
den  Wellen  (42)  auf  den  Dachern  verlaufen,  wodurch 
die  architektonischen  Abdeckelemente  gestarkt  wer- 
den,  urn  einer  Last  zu  widerstehen,  aber  eine  Anpas- 
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sung  an  die  Flachenkrummung  der  Tragerelemente 
erlauben. 

Revendications 

1.  Pro-cede  pour  recouvrir  les  elements  supports 
d'une  structure  sous-jacente  comprenant  la  fixation 
sur  lesdits  elements  supports  d'un  ensemble  de  pan- 
neauxde  recouvrement(16)  pour  la  construction,  dis- 
poses  cote  a  cote,  caracterise  en  ce  que  les 
panneaux  de  recouvrement  (16)  sont  en  materiau 
souple  ayant  une  section  transversale  generalement 
convexe  avec  des  ondulations  (18)  formees  a  I'inte- 
rieur,  orientees  perpend  iculairement  a  un  axe  longitu- 
dinal  des  panneaux  (16),  lesdites  ondulations  (18) 
permettant  auxdits  panneaux  de  recouvrement  de  se 
conformer  aux  dimensions  et  a  la  courbure  superfi- 
cielle  des  elements  supports,  lesdits  panneaux  de 
recouvrement  (16)  ayant  des  parties  de  bords  (21) 
formees  le  long  des  cotes  longitudinaux  dudit  mate- 
riau  souple  avec  des  ondulations  (27)  formees  a 
I'interieur,  orientees  en  general  parallelement  aux 
ondulations  (18)  et  coupant  ces  ondulations  de  ladite 
section  transversale  convexe  du  materiau  souple. 

2.  Precede  pour  recouvrir  les  elements  supports 
d'une  structure  sous-jacente  avec  des  panneaux  de 
recouvrement  (16)  pour  la  construction  selon  la 
revendication  1,  dans  lequel  les  panneaux  de  recou- 
vrement  (1  6)  pour  la  construction  ont  des  ondulations 
imbriquees  telles  que  les  ondulations  (18)  desdites 
sections  transversales  convexes  sont  inversees  par 
rapport  aux  ondulations  (17)  desdites  parties  de 
bords  (21),  en  renforcantainsi  les  panneaux  de  recou- 
vrement  (16)  pour  la  construction  afin  qu'ils  resistent 
aux  forces  de  charge  tout  en  leur  permettant  de  se 
conformer  a  la  courbure  de  la  surface  des  elements 
supports. 

3.  Precede  pour  recouvrir  les  elements  supports 
d'une  structure  sous-jacente  avec  des  panneaux  de 
recouvrement  (16)  pour  la  construction,  selon  la 
revendication  1,  dans  lequel  les  panneaux  de  recou- 
vrement  (16)  pour  la  construction  sont  fixes  aux  ele- 
ments  supports  (30)  de  la  structure  sous-jacente  au 
moyen  d'elements  (33)  en  forme  de  gouttieres  qui 
sont  maintenus  aux  elements  supports  (30)  et  sont 
configures  pour  recevoir  et  retenir  lesdites  parties  de 
bords  (21)  des  plaques. 

4.  Precede  pour  recouvrir  les  elements  supports 
d'une  structure  sous-jacente,  comprenant  la  fixation 
auxdits  elements  supports  d'un  ensemble  de  pan- 
neaux  de  recouvrement  (22)  pour  la  construction,  dis- 
poses  cote  a  cote,  caracterise  en  ce  que  lesdits 
panneaux  de  recouvrement  (22)  sont  en  materiau 
souple  avec  une  section  transversale  convexe  de 
forme  generalement  triangulaire,  tronquee,  avec  des 
ondulations  (42)  formees  a  I'interieur,  orientees  per- 
pendiculairement  a  un  axe  longitudinal  des  panneaux 

(22),  lesdites  ondulations  (42)  permettant  auxdits 
panneaux  de  recouvrement  de  se  conformer  aux 
dimensions  et  a  la  courbure  de  surface  des  elements 
supports. 

5  5.  Precede  pour  recouvrir  les  elements  supports 
d'une  structure  sous-jacente  avec  des  panneaux  de 
recouvrement  (22)  pour  la  construction  selon  la 
revendication  4,  dans  lequel  les  panneaux  de  recou- 
vrement  (22)  pour  la  construction  ont  des  ondulations 

10  imbriquees  telles  que  les  sections  transversales  trian- 
gulares  tronquees  ont  des  cotes  lateraux  et  des  par- 
ties  superieures  avec  les  ondulations  (42)  des  cotes 
lateraux  inverses  par  rapport  aux  ondulations  (42) 
des  parties  superieures  afin  de  renforcer  les  pan- 

is  neaux  de  recouvrement  pour  la  construction  et  leur 
permettre  de  resister  aux  forces  de  charge  tout  en  les 
rendant  aptes  a  se  conformer  a  la  courbure  de  sur- 
face  des  elements  supports. 
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